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At any point Q internal to both L and L' the potential is increased by the sum of X(Z7- F2) and - X (U' - F2). The potential is therefore increased by the constant quantity X(Z7— J7).
At any point R between L and L' the potential is increased by the sum of XFj and — X(?7/— F2). The potential is therefore increased by X(F— U'), where Fis the potential at R due to the given charges on A and B, i.e. F= Vl -h F2.
The introduction of these strata therefore increases the potential inside A by a constant quantity and does not alter the potential within the substance of B. The electric equilibrium of the two conductors is therefore not disturbed.
The layers placed on L and Lf will be the equivalent strata of the dielectric C if the densities <r, a' are respectively equal to — k times the normal components of force due to all causes at points just within the two boundaries of the dielectric each measured from its own stratum. The potential at a point R just outside L being F-fX(F— U') the outward normal force (obtained by differentiation) is (1 +\)F. We therefore have the two equations
Hence 1 + X = l/K. The conditions at the other boundary give the same value of X.
The effect of the introduction of the dielectric is not to alter the level surfaces, but to decrease the potential a in the interior of A by a known quantity.
Since no restriction has been placed on the size of the external conductor B, we may replace it by a sphere of infinite radius. The charge on its surface being finite, we may then eliminate that conductor altogether from the field. Kelvin's theorem may therefore be applied when the shell 0 surrounds a single conductor A, provided the boundaries of C are cquipoteiitial surfaces.
484. Let us now suppose that the shell I? and the conductor A are placed in a field of constant potential (see Art. 477), so that the potential at every point is increased by the same quantity /3. The electrical equilibrium is not disturbed, but the potentials inside the conducting matter of J> and A (when separated by air) become respectively /3 and p + a — a'. Each of the potentials U, U' is also increased by /3, but their difference is not altered.
After the introduction of the dielectric shell C, the potential inside LI remains /3,
while that inside A becomes a'- 11 - — J (U- U').    The capacity C (if measured by

